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All the writers and artists 
And anyone who ever 
tried to expand their 
mind 
"Life does not consist 
mainly, or even largely, of 
facts and happenings. It 
consists mainly of the 
storm of thought that is 




In putting together thi issue, our original goal wa · to show what had 
happened in the la t thousand year that in pired writers to write. In other 
words, some big historical event that affected someone enough to write a 
poem or story to capture its magnitude and make it more personal. 
But what is an historical event? After reading the submissions, we 
weren't really sure. Writers were provoked by different topics from war, to 
slavery to what lies ahead in the new millenium. History, however, is some­
thing that is both global and personal. As inconsistencies continue to creep 
up in history books, and certain voices, names, and stories still remain to 
be heard, we are left with the only thing we can really get from history: our 
own interpretations. The events matter. But what matters even more is how 
we percieve them and shape them into our own personal existence. That is 
why to an individual, the L.A. riots and the Columbine shootings can weigh 
just as heavily and be as inspirational as a Billy Dee Williams movie or a 
son turning three. Everything in this issue is based on someone's history. 
The grey pages denote the more global events. We hope you get to feel a 
sense of what mused the writers. 
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Tony 
Newt Gingrich consummates his marriage 
Newt Gingrich con ummates bi marriage. In front ofan eagerly 
awaiting crowd ofright-wingfollowers andpolitical hangers-on he 
enters the room naked. His wife enters from a ~ide entrance. She is 
also naked but smokes a cigarette. She lays her bigpale body on a 
mattress on the floor in the center ofthe room. A naked man enters 
the room dragging a live pig by the neck. Newt Gingrich helps him 
carry the pig to aplastic sheet spread out on the floor beside the 
mattress his wife lays on naked smoking a cigarette. The two begin 
to stab the pig to death imitating and amplifying its frantic squeals, 
draining it ofits blood into a bucket. Newt Gingrich begins splaying 
his wife with the pig's bloodfrom head to toe while his assistant 
hacks open the pig, removing its organs and hunks offlesh. He then 
passes Newt Gingrich the pig's heart, lungs, liver, etc. Newt Gingrich 
places the pig's organs on his wife's naked blood drenched body, 
adorning it as ifit were fruit and flowers on an altar. When this 
ritual is completed, he covers her entire body with white powder 
as ifto cleanse and purify her. He then ascends a ladder which stands 
at the side ofthe mattress. From atop the ladder he begins pissing 
on his wife while his assistant ejaculates then defecates on her. The 
crowd roars orgiasticly. It's as ifthey were witnessing a lynching. 
Newt Gingrich turns to the audience, raises his arms triumphantly 
and says into a boom mic, "See what I do for you guys? I sacrifice 
my own wife!" 
Opposite page: 
"Metropolis" 
Sarah Silver 7 
Sheila E. 
Tctram t r task d t in fan alan 1s n c 
In our hous th r , r tran ·p, r )n ·i · 
Wher obwcb 1s d t b ) 
In my brain th re i lu idit in / time 
The hostages ha e been taken 
Personally a objective ca e 
A brawl of lucifer ad ancing 
To the second round, particle board 
Appropriate for flooring where the table wa 
Accordingly the word bureau 
Seeped into the laminate foreclo ure 
Pos ibly this close to chapter 16 
Try to be savvy or polite or regarded 
Until twenty-five or so too late 
For marking in the right quare 
Hoi t th gift room peerle a you were 
8 
Ben 
Here in th city 
W breathe and I ,ay: 
S • th se 
it 
Str • •t: 
All Mad " ith lif \ 




And You sa 
Here in the city, 
The old women weep 
Here in the cit 
Of gilded reality, 
Her in the cit 
Everything falls 
In beets of anger 
Like broken glass, 
All falling through 
Sweating streets and sewers. 
Here in the city 
W ar sitting, 
Waitin , 
Looking into the night, 
And we do not know what for. 
9 
Mary 
Mrs. Nat Turner 
What was h r name? 
Amelia, C cile, Joanna, Francin ? 
Did he call her Honey, Babe, Sweet Sugar or 
Woman? 
Did he write her love letters 
hidden in her bo om all eternal 
working day and night while he 
picked and planted, cooked and nursed? 
Did she think of his light brown face 
while mastah wa pumpin' hi 
white seed up her hard, muscular ass ? 
Did she bear light brown children 
in the break between pickin' and combin' 
and did she run to the woods to pray they were 
his ? 
Did he show her the hieroglyphic 
telegrams from God and teach her 
how to read the signs of 
Apocalypse ? 
Did he warn her of the whip, 
of the white sarkic threat, 
of their pneumatic responsibility 
to die for God 
to die slaves 
to die fighting a losing battle 
in a war still fought today ? 
Did she s r lam for love of him 
while the horses trampled her startled children, 
whil the ov ~rsccr broke her ribs with a rust d old spade, 
while she coughed up her life 
defending the letters 
the only proof of his life in this world 
where they were animals, or less ? 
And did he know 
what has the power or audacity 
to surpass the namelessly beautiful 
sorrowfully heaven-blessed grace 
of her lovely-in-death face ? 
And did she tell 
What was her name ? 
1 1 
3rd birthday poem for Dante 
I want my son to grow up & b a post modern cowbo 
I want m on to grow down & drink nipple juic forever 
I want my son to grow up & ling hash in crucified midnight diner 
to aging whore , retired priests, & wollen teens 
scribbling frantically in wire-bound wide ruled notebooks 
I want my son to grow down & be swaddled in knitted blankets before bed 
I want my son to grow up & be cares ed by failing leave 
f want my on to grow down & pee when the whim y strikes him 
I want my son to grow up & perform shaman excorisms on America's 
gorge & fasts & baptisms & unction 
I want my on to grow down & excorcise my demons 
I want my son to grow up & throw down a rever e windmill dunk 
over my creaking shoulders 
I want my son to grow down & stack variou elliptical ring for 2 hour 
I want my son to grow up & write words that send people kittering 
to cerebral temples 
I want my son to grow down & read invisible poem from invisible book 
he hold in petaled fingers 
I want to r member my on thi day, , mil .. plittin 3 r he k head cran d 
to see above car window, frantic hand wa ing goodb & fore r hello 
1 2 
KING'S MEN, KING'S ANGELS 
When I read about the assassination of Willie Stark, 
I vas sitting in a pew in St. John's Church, across 
from the White Bouse, where Willie never made it, to do 
good 
or otherwise. The rector in the aisle had to be told 
to get out of the angels' way. "Practice, practice, 
practice!" somebody said, getting ready for Christmas 
Willie wasn't Huey Long. He wasn't Broderick 
Crawford, either. The movie skipped the cosmic 
parts and concentrated on the main event. 
There, under Latrobe's beautiful skylight, 
angels advanced toward their unimpeded pageant. 
obody stood in Willie' way, either, up to a point. 
1 3 
Frank 
"Sorry if I've Offended Jack" 
Jack K rouac i a Am ri n appl p1 , 
which i not to say that h ta t lil ppl , 
but that h wa fat and al oholic. 
(Not that all Americans are fat and alcoholic, 
but we know what the Europeans think of us.) 
If you could ask him, 
he'd probably say that he wished he was a rock star 
... or Herman Hesse. 
But he never meant anyone harm, 
and he loved his mother, 
which is a very American thing to do. 
True Love as Written by Boys Named Todd 
"Jenny, I love you," 
writ on an overpass with brown spraypaint. 
Seen while on the way to breakfa t. 
Love may last forever, 
But the McDonald's breakfast menu only lasts until 10:30. 
1 4 
Self-Loathing Sponge 
The dank, gingery mell of Twilight 
Nearly knocks me on my ass 
As I stumble towards the philosopher. 
His Sponge Theory on the universe 
Leaves little to be desired. 
Its contradiction is perfect and 
Aims to answer a Question 
I never asked. 
Why wrestle with this subconscious? 
Perhaps the nightmares he was never 
Plagued with as a child 
Seduced him into this state. 
No one should leave home without 
Their own barrel of monkeys. 
(I keep a spare chainsaw 
In the back of my car.) 
Sponge-man is dependent 
Upon independence, 
Large crowds make his nose bleed. 
Self-loathing lyrics plop 
Out of his skull 
Each time I teach him how to play 
The wrong chords. 
His advice: Paint a picture with music, 
Lose yourself to your-selves, 
Just sit back and Relax 
While the cyanide does its thing. 
1 5 
Sheila E. 
II r lif wa iman-prone. 
Im an by that 
Th re wa a center of attorney life that dipped 
Into oncoming royalties. 
And once the wrinkles climbed into one sentence past the next, 
She openly would shrill her way toward 
Accomplishment of tasks via the smaller ones. 
Define emergency for our viewing audience. 
Forays would seem to help, but they just dry 
The way acrylic races to the line drawn free-form 
Welling up with infant pride. 
Nobody likes to hear a canned speech 
once they learn that it is canned. 
A festival becomes improvisational in short spurts 
Violently neglectful of the beak parade. 
My very own chanteuse deletes unfaithfulness from prerogation. 
Memory is played in thirds. 
She on each jury loosening the birdbath from impressions 
In the yard. Stand over there so I might Monet you 
In the warp of happenstance. 
My furry little garland of e cessive mercy fibrillate 
The way my in-love heart would do 
When you were born to me 
And I lived cloned to selve your longing in a context half-intoned. 
Opposite page: 
"Ophelia f' 
Linda L. Anderson 1 7
II 
Fathers and Daughters 
From the veranda, he see the deception: 
her whole gown, 
light' imposition on dark; 
hi , daughter st aling aero. s the lawn'~ 
~ ·pan. e to the wall that surrounds it. 
She is drawn b br ~ath, th cycli al moon, 
th~ murmurs in h r h ad. 
It is fr dom' , embl m, 
this wall she has come to love, 
and its secret faults. 
On the other side, the orange tree 
drops its offspring 
on a marble bench beneath its branches; 
their skin spreads open, 
bleeds in the cracks, 
rots in the opulence. 
Above, the moon succumbs 
its fullness 
rising before it fall . 
At the wall, the wind lifts 
her edges of dress, 
and a heart truggles 
in the cage of its che t. 
On the other side, she wi ll greet 
the courtyard of cicada 
and blossoms, disown 
her every permission. 
The tree hangs down 
to it round fruit that ripen 
too soon, and fall -
He closes his eyes, 
shuts the door 
on everything he knows,
and the moon that cannot 
remain behind the Clouds.
Opposite page: 
''Agnes" 
Sarah Silver 1 9 
Tony 
Broke 2000 
l enter a new millennium 
dragging a bag full 
of can. and bottles 
I carry with me 
a body contaminated 
with dirt and odor, 
microbes treating my 
flesh like a blanket 
or food or a tran1poline 
ready to attack 
the lungs and, senses 
of passengers or passersby 
at a moment's notice 
I enter 
with a body 
broken down 
by rain and sleet 
and snow, 






a policeman's blows 
with an ass 
full of footprints 
and a back bent 
from the weight 
of roaches and rats 
a family of five
living in my hair 
evicting government cheese 
crumbs and lice
clothes held together 




Corey Piehowicz 2 1 
I enter a new millennium 
a refugee, an e.·ile 
a displaced person 
separated from food 
and shelter separated 
from health car 
and mcdi ·ation, 
displac ~d from lov • 
and caring 
hoping to be 
an illegal alien 
an immigrant 
whose presence 
is no longer wanted 
whose man-made condition 
is no longer warranted 
by the State nor go ernment officials 
I enter a new millennium 
with the hope and dream 
that one day soon 
it would be against 








a co mic emptine 
to au 
omething in you 
to hange 









to right the wrong 





look into brown 



























































































I ha e nev r se n my father's photographs 
of Vietnam. 
He does not offer to me 
his wea ing and ducking 
through thick, sunless woods 
that whistled and boomed with bombs. 
He knows that the pictures 
I savor are film in his head. 
I want to rewind them, 
Play them back--
a movie, black and white. 
I want to reel them 
across the screen of my eyes 
to know him better. 
Opposite page: 
"War Shots" 
Walter Poole 26 
Virgil 
Song for Coco's Menudo 
to think I believed 
I had found all nourishment 
in my mother's ajiaco 
or black beans with the bay leaves 
and the sofrito 
or even the caldo gallego 
until Coco made her menudo 
her heavenly swirl 
of hominy and panza 
chopped onions, cilantro and slivers 
of jalapeno on the ide--
alway all you can eat 
and for a bri f moment th re i faith 
and religion, the glory of food 
love breaking out of the body 
with the weat, the sweet sweat 
that linger --fulfillment to take to bed 





reflected in your 
dredlock waterfall 
these blazing eyes am 





Lady Singing the Blues 
Mystified ... 
1 fell in love with 
Billy Dec Williams 
in Lady Sings the Blues 
What sister didn't? 





he was love 
without making love. 





a sweet, sweet spirit. 
I looked 
for some of him 
in all my men. 
Yes-s-s-s, 




a shining star, 
a sweet hangover, 
a manly man. 
Exit the theater, 
the movie is over, 
I'm going home 
all by myself. 
Now, I am 
the lady 
singing the blues. 
Opposite page: 
"Black on grey" 
Sarah Silver 31 
Frank 
It Will Be There Forever 
My •i ·t r called around eight o 'clo k. I was about to wat h a mo ie with my 
friend Bill . Ile brought over a movi for us to watch. "The OutlawJo ey Wales. 
Greate t movie ever made. No hit,' he says. I'm open to anything, even cowboy 
movie. 
Billy was going through my records tossing out, "This sucks," and, "That 
ucks," and "This really sucks," a casually and off-handedly as he was flipping 
through my helf of LPs. Occasionally, he found something that he liked. 
"Hey, I can't believe you have this. Y'know the original British version of this 
album is calledA Quick One. In America they had to change it to HappyJack. You 
ha e the British version. That's cool. I've ne er seen this before." 
"Uh-huh," I nodded my head and kept my attention on a magazine. I found 
the record at a consignment shop for fifty cent and could really care less about 
The Who. 
"Yeah, The Who were the first band to not only give kid an identity, but to let 
them know that they cared about them too." 
"Uh-huh." 
"I think Tommy uck though. Can I borrow thi ?" 
"You can hav it. Hey, do you want to tart this movie?" 
"Yeah. H y, yeah. Thank ," Billy stood up and said, "Dyin' ain't much of a 
living." 
'Huh," the phone rang before I could ask him what the hell he was talking 
about. Billy turned around and clicked the TV on full blast. The TV was on chan­
nel 3 and the peakers spit out an earful of static. 
"Turn it off!" I yelled. 
"Huh?" 
"The phone's ringing. Shut that thing off!" 
''Alright." Billy looked at me with his "I'm o tired and oppressed" look. I 
answered the phone. 
"Calvin, this is Shelly," Shelly is my sister. She was calling from the bath­
room. You can tell when someone calls you from their bathroom. It echoes. 
"Hi, Mom's not home." 
"I know--" 
32 
' She' at bingo." 
"I know--' 
"Dad' at the VFW' 
"Yeah, I know, Calvin. I need to ask you a favor." Favors from my ister 
u ually include moving furniture and putting up with her putting me down. 
"I'm about to watch a movie." 
What movie?" 
"The OutlawJo e;1 Wale . " 
I hate that movie." 
"Yeah, well I haven't seen it, so I don't know if I like it." 
"Well, I hate it." 
"You said that already, what do you want?" 
"I need you to come over here and help me with Brian." Brian is my 
nephew. He's three. "I gave him a bath and I can't get him out of the bathroom." 
"Yeah." 
"And, he won't let go of his penis." 
"Uh-huh, why don't you ask Rob for help." 
"He's at work," Rob is a cop. He just started about a year ago and he gets 
stuck with the night shifts. 
"So, he's holding onto his penis?" 
"Yes," he napped, "He's, like, holding onto it and he won't let go." 
"Give him time, he'll let go." 
"No, he's, uh, he's clutching it and it's turning blue." 
"Uh-huh. He'll let go." 
"I think he' hurting it and I need your help. 
"What do I know about kid .'' 
"You have a p nis, albeit a small one. I don't." Only my sister would make 
a stupid dick joke. 
"Yeah, you've got the biggest dick I've ever seen, Shelly." Billy looked up 
from my records to stare at me, "Mind your business," I told him. 
"Whatever," he grunted. 
''Who's that?'' asked Shelly. 
"That's Billy." 
"Why do you hang out with that loser?" 
"Shut up, he's fine. Christ." 
"Look, I need you to come over here and help me out. I'm scared he's 
going to hurt himself and he won't leave the bathroom." 
"Alright, I'll be over." 
"When?" 
33 
"I don't know. Ten minute . " 
"I don't know if hi peni has ten minutes. Make it.five." 
"Alright, five.'' 
"Thank you." 
"Yeah," I hung up the phone and rubbed 1ny forehead. "Hey, Billy, I gotta 
go o er to my sister' for a minute." Shelly lives in the same plat as my parent . 
1\vo blo ks we t, tak a right, third hou e on the left. 
' What for? She need you n o e h r ouch?" 
" o, Brian won't let go of hi penis." 
"Well, that what h g t for marrying th doof." 
"Brian' my nephew." 
"Oh, that's right. So, what's the problem?" 
"He won't let go." 
"Yeah, okay. Well, you take care of the penis and I'll be here." 
"I need a ride over there. Shelly's got a satellite di h so you can watch 
TV while I talk to Brian." 
"Satellite dish or whatever, that means I have to talk to Shelly." 
"Shelly likes you." 
"Bullshit, she likes me." 
The fact is Shelly hates Billy. Around five summers ago, at dinner, Shelly 
dropped a bowl of potato alad on Billy's lap for something he said about one of 
her old boyfriend . Shelly u ed to date every potential felon or convict that showed 
his head. They were all seemingly nice guys, and you really wouldn't know 
anything was wrong to look at them. The last guy she dated before she met Rob 
was a cokehead and had embezzled twenty-five thou and dollar from the In­
vestment Company he worked for. I thought omething was up when he took her 
to Disneyworld for a week on hi company' account. Billy a ked Shelly if Todd, 
the cokehead' name was Todd, was norting blow with Mickey Mou e. My mother 
looked at Billy with her confused mother look and said, "Blow?" Shelly had told 
our parents that Todd just wasn't marriage material. They loved him. They didn't 
know he was Mr. White Collar Criminal. So, she dumped potato alad on Billy's 
lap and they've had a grudge ever since. She met and married a cop later, go 
figure. 
"C'mon it's cold outside." 
"It's, like, not even a five minute walk." 
"It's about a little more, y'know. C'mon give me a ride." 
Billy was looking at me and rocking back and forth on the floor. He looked 
like he was weighing it out. "Okay, I'll give you a ride." 
"Thank you." 
"Will you let me borrow this," he held up a Captain Beefheart record. 
34 
Again t my better judgement I said yes. I hate to lend out my records. CDs 
fine. Record need a little more care. "Let's go, okay." I put on my shoes and my 
stocking hat. Billy followed me to his car. 
I at down in the passenger's seat of his Civic. We rode the two blocks in 
r lativ ilen e. I say relative because Billy was listening to a Beach Boys tape and 
creaming along to "Sloop John B." I hate the Beach Boys and I especially don't 
think that the Beach Boy, accurately repre ent life in America' heartland. I wouldn't 
know a .. urfboard from an ironing board from a diving board. Of cour e, I don't 
think Brian Wil on knew how to urf either. I think I just hate Carl and Mike Love 
and all of the "Be true to your school" in your parent's car down at the beach 
crap. That and harmonizing. Billy doesn't really give a shit about anything. 
Billy stopped the car in front of my sister's house, and I left him unbuckling 
his seat belt singing, "Drinkin' all night. Got into a fight. Well, I feel so broke up. I 
want to go home." My feet crunched through the snow as I walked up my sister's 
front lawn to the house. I could hear Billy stumble out of the car and slam his door. 
I opened the front door to the house and walked in. The place smelled like stale 
cigarette smoke and Fruit Loops. There were toys everywhere. You could tell a kid 
lived there. I yelled for Shelly as Billy made his way inside the house. 
"Shelly! I'm here!" I yelled. Billy sat down on the recliner facing the televi-
sion and started playing with the remote. 
"Christ, if I had a satellite dish, I'd never talk to you again." It took him barely 
a minute before he found a Spanish soap opera. "Ah, me gusta." He slumped in the 
chair. 
I walked down the hall toward the bathroom. My sister pulled the door open 
just as I was reaching for the doorknob. 
"Thank God, you're here." 
"Uh-huh. Brian in there." 
"Yeah, thanks for coming." 
"Uh-huh " I walked in the bathroom and shut the door. I could hear Shelly 
' yelling at Billy as she walked back to the living room. 
I didn't see Brian at first. The bathroom was still humid and wet. My glasses 
fogged up and I sat down on the toilet to clean them with my shirttail. I looked up 
to see Brain standing in the far corner of the bathtub, naked, clutching his penis. 
"Hey, buddy, how are you doing?" 
"Hel-lo, Un-de Cal-vin," he said in his little kid voice. 
"So, what's up?" I understood why Shelly called me over. While his penis 
didn't look blue, it certainly didn't look comfortable. 
"Noth-in'." 




"Yeah, ' I was out of thing to ay at thi point. We nodded at each other 
for a ouple minutes. Finally I aid, "Why don't you 1 t oo of your pee-p e, 
Brian." 
"Be- au e, I don't want to." 
"Why not?" 
"Be- au e, I don't want to." 




"You should be nice to your pee-pee." 
"Why?" 
"Because it's the only one you have." 
"I ne-ver knew I had one be-fore." 
"Oh yeah?" 
"Yeah," he had sat down in the tub and was looking at me with his really big 
little kid eyes. I understood now. He just realized that he had a pee-pee that's all. 
"So, what do you think of your pee-pee." 
"I like it." 
"Yeah, I like mine." 
"You have one?" 
''Yeah.'' 
"Leslie doe n't have a pee-pee." Leslie is my Sister Karen's kid. I think Brian 
must have een Karen changing Leslie the other day and noticed that she didn't 
have a peni . I was shocked too. I've been around little boys my whole life and 
changing their diaper i nothing. Ape -pe here and a pee-pee ther is okay. I 
have one, I can relate. The fir t time I chang d Leslie' diaper, I kept looking away 
like he de erved some privacy. She's playing with her poop, what does she care 
about privacy? I think the only time you'll ever catch a girl having pooped is when 
she's a baby. After that it simply disappears into the atmosphere. 
"Leslie doesn't have a pee-pee because she's a girl." 
"What does he have?" 
"She has a ... boo-boo." Yeah, boys have a pee-pee and girls have a boo-boo. 
I learned this in biology class. 
"Yeah." 
"Yeah." I was picturing my sister freaking out at Brian clutching his penis. 
"Oh my God, Brian, let that go! Oh my God! Oh my God!" 
''Hey, why don't we go play with your toys? Do you wanna go do that?'' 
"Yeah." 
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"Okay, well you have to let go of your pee-pee." 
"Uuuuuuuuuuh, I don't want to." 
"It'll be there forever." 
"Even tomor-ow?" 
"~ ah." 
"~ ah, I promi e." 
"Pro-mi e." 
"Yeah, 1 t's hake on it." I put out my hand for him to shake. Brian stood up, 
till clutch.in his p ni and looked at my hand. Then he look d at his pen.is. He 
looked at my hand again and then took one last quick look at his penis before 
gently easing his hold. Brian looked at me and his hands were open. His pen.is was 
breathing fresh air again and it didn't look that bad. A little red, but that's what 
happens when you squeeze the hell out of your dick for a half-hour. 
Brian shook my hand and I told him that he was a good kid. I picked him up 
out of the bathtub and dried him off then I helped him put on his pajamas. He 
looked pretty good in his powder blue, zipper pajamas with the feet attached. I wish 
I could find a pair of pajamas like that. I miss those slippers. I picked Brian up 
again and opened the bathroom door. As we walked into the hall, Brian reached 
over my shoulder and flipped the light off. 
Billy and my sister's brains were glued to the TY. Brian and I played with his 
Fisher Price people until it was way past his bedtime and his head was so full of 
sleep that he couldn't hold it up anymore. 




I plung d my o k 
into the d p dark earth; 
there came forth a people 
with raven black hair 
and coal black eyes; 
with blood stained teeth 
and tongues of fire. 
I plunged my cock 
into the deep dark earth; 
heard the scream of rain forests 
falling 'neath the axe of progress. 
rivers and lakes filled with toxic waste, 
fishes and bird dead in stagnant pools. 
I plunged my cock 
into the deep dark earth; 
heard the crying of children, 
barefoot, and horn less. 
f lt the weight of th pendulum 
marking tim for tho e on death row. 
stepped over the land mine 
that maimed and dismembered. 
I plunged my cock 
into the deep dark earth; 
set fire to the huts in a village 
in a far away land. 
chased illegals back across the border 
with shotguns and dogs. 
was the tree cut down and disfigured 
to kill Jesus on. 
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I plunged my cock 
into the deep dark earth; 
over and over, 
harder and harder, 
till 
night became day, 
and day became night. 
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Romance Novel Dress 
Joseph Sabadash 
8'x lS 'x 20' 
Dress comprised of romance novel covers. 
Background comprised of pages from 
romance novels. 
Shown at Creative Arts Center Gallery. 
Nichole L. 
Th nutri nt found 
in the train d 
alphabet that form word 
which ha e put a hit on Rushdie 
ban on Walker 
Hoffman 
and far many other 
Simple word creating 
huge impacts 
causing civil di obedience 
female liberation, 
and male castration 
same say 
I am hungry for word 
I starve for the power 
that lie within 
the mangled, tangl d 'b t 
I hunger for word 
I hunger for words 
I have no money 
I have no choice 
but to steal a purple book 
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Sheila E. 
A ry ine p nsi e pi :. of paper 
Has be n b autiful in different 
Way 
There is this resonance of quiet cool 
Absent the words with trim 
Blue plain blue line one red 
Also the lyrics come to play and be 
Replayed 
And version of the chart make fertile 
Famishing , 
The pretty bark of birch 
With scratches on and nothingness 
Against a textured breath i what 
Red em th day 
A r collection' pul reclaiming 
Acti e voic and point. 
Of vanishing 
Olfactory lament that triggers 
Old worlds rinsed with 
Scars from play 
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the rise of NASCAR 
is all about middle & southern USA 's 
need for all-american down home apple pied 
white 
athletes 
to emulate & for their children to emulate 
so they stick Gordon on a value meal cup 
sing holy hymns to McGwire's pill popped arms 
scream profane moans to McMahon's ringed familia 
& can't stand to watch golf these dark day 
Woods v. Garcia 
for PGA chan1pionship? 
at least our buys drive cars 
those boys just want to teal them 
Opposite page: 
"Harfungel" 





You ar , tartling indigo vid nc 
of lov b yond this 
I bes e h th h a ns 
of hat ubstan L mad 
th radianc from our stati ? 
And the tell th whol uni rs 
1s m ur h ad· 
and it L th tarli ht from e tin t up rno as collap ~ing, 
that gleams through as ou laugh. 
II. 
Caleb: 
conceived in the qui eiing lu t 
of a weaty embrace 
corpio, 
and vermilion 
as the harve t moon. 
I, ponder rainbow ; 
How do th y manifest 
light and fie h, 
innocence and humanity 
into a delicate frame? 
III. 
~ ronica labored, 
toiled pas ag 
into her womanhood 
waiting ... 
waiting ... 
and you are a lotus flower 
bursting from the depths of her water ; 
Son ofJephunneh 
rippling reflections of a Canaan long ago, sitting in 
meditation, 
Violet, 
graceful and slight. 
Beloved, 
breathes blues, 




Return to Holy Family 
August, 1999 
Stacey 
I stop talking as I walk through the tained glas doors. 
My fear of talking in this building is why I get chided for clamming up 
in God's other houses. 
(I never realized different churches 
don't have so many rules). 
Here the mice even know their queaking will bounce 
off of the mammoth pillar and giants' ceilings. 
I touch the pool of Holy Water. 
(forehead, chest, shoulder, shoulder) 
I walk to the mushy rhythms of the organ. 
The usher 
in his brick red wool coat and shiny head 
lead me to a row 
and taps it mine. 
I kneel on one knee = genuflect. 
(forehead, che t, houlder, houlder). 
I t el a pulling toward the ceiling 
and then through it 
and I begin floating in the middle 
of nowhere. 
I tell God my journal entry for the week: 
1\vo of my students are dying and don't want to 
learn to read; 
I wrote a Letter to the Editor about how much I hate 
the word "retarded" - please let it get published; 
thank you for getting me out of that ticket; 
I'm really sorry about yesterday when I didn't­
Interrupted, my eyes spring open and I stand. 
Grabbing for the blue hymnal, I sing number 76: 
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Every tim I feel the spirit moving in m heart, I will pra . 
The prie t drift to the altar in hi re n rob , prinkling e tra 
Holy Wat r on a pecial t w, 
the Dea on in tow holding a leather Bihl 
that would tak up an ntir ar s at. 
I r p at with all th ngr gation: 
Lord ha m r . Chri.. t ha em r . Lord ha m r . 
I it and list n to stori 
of th trife of th J w.. , 
of the le on learned b the Chri tian 
' then I tand for the Go pel. 
God be in my head, in my word and in my heart. 
The prie t kisse the Bible and read it
' like he' in a play. 
I it and li ten to how I don't pay enough, 
I it and listen to how good Catholics pay more. 
I it and listen how abortion i wrong. 
I listen that gays bum in Hell. 
As I listen to the rules I count 
on my left hand the ones I ee as foolish 
and on my right hand the ones I obey. 
I look around me and muse who' thinking 
AME 
and who' thinking 
about the weed in hi begonias 
or the Scrabble words he could have made last night. 
I stand and recited the Catholic beliefs = The Nicene Creed: 
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, 
Maker of Heaven and Earth, 
Of all that is seen and un een. 
I answer Lord, hear our prayer to every request 
the cantor lists. I retrieve the blue hymnal 
and sing number 232: 
There are three things that last: faith, hope and love. 
and the greatest gift is the gift of love. 
I kneel as the Catholic Family of the Week carries 
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up the tyrofoamy wafer and the grape juice and wonder 
what they put in their en elope 
and if they'd like their cou in if he came out of the do et. 
I tand. 
Glory to God in the Highe ·t and p ac to Hi p ople on Earth. 
Our prie ·t b gins Our Father who art in H av n, 
Hallowed b Th nam . And I join in. 
I tand to offer one another the ign 
of Christ's loving peace: 
Peace be with you (and shake) Peace be with you (and shake) 
I kneel again as the prie t changes 
the wafers into Christ's body and the grape juice 
into Hi blood, repeating Jesu ' words 
Do this in memory of Me. 
and he bows and he raises the bread and the wine 
in the air, and they all tare at the sudden transformation 
I TO Jesus. 
Holy holy holy Lord, God of Power and Might. 
And then I sit and push my knees 
to one side o that the Capital C Catholics can slide past me 
on their way to receiving The Body 
(the Blood i aved for a elect few) . 
I kne 1again and try to hut out the mu ic. 
I feel that pulling again and start to float. 
I tell God that His spirit lives within me, 
that I try to do good things, 
that I FEELJesu inside me when I walk sometimes. 
The prie t proclaims "Let us pray!" 
and I'm back in the pew. 
I stand up. 
I listen to the priest praying and say Amen. 
(forehead, chest, shoulder, shoulder) 
I walk out and go about the rest of my day. 
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Robert 
Champagne and No Special Occasion 
The spaghetti we made 
Wasn't all that good 
But the sugar I add to the sauce 
Really adds some 
Unexpected flavor, like a bite of 
Pineapple when you're thinking 
Chicken, but better than that 
' like A cookie when you're not expecting one. 
so 
The Times 
I slipped into a world of hula hoops, boomerangs, slinkies & fizzies. We spent our 
summ ~rs on our Slip-n-sli<l • and undr ~ •sing Barbi ~. In an old cigar bo I keep my 
skate kc , irgin pin, mood ring, and a troll. Treasure, . I still 
remember how to make gumwrapper love chains and Chine e jump rope . 
This Wlli all before the Montgomery Bus Boycott, before HiFis went to 
quadraphonic, and they came out with pantyhose, Stayfree pads and water 
beds. 
Jesus, Im glad "Okie from Muskogie" is no longer our national anthem. 
In the 70' leisure suits and disco were king and there were rebates galore. 
Vocabulary: palimony, ecology, chauvinists. 
Progress: coed dorms, drive 55, handicap restrooms, 
Roe-vs-Wade, self-serve gas stations, animal rights. 
Inventions: cat~ytic converters 
Public figure: Ayatollah Khomeni 
Events: 3-Mile Island, Chernobyl. 
In the 80 's Role replaced Time . 
We got smoke-free flight. and early relea. e. 
Tanning beds, acid rain and date rape were all the rage. 
The 90's 
glass ceilings culptured nails hair weaves body piercing 
letter bombs penal implants generation X 
Rush Limbaugh rush to judgment 
Prozac. 
We've neared the millennium now, and my memory is leeching out, petrifying. 
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Rebecca L. 
Worst of It 
"II llo, Mrs. Ba t r. W ' e ome to talk to you about your r tire­
m nt account. I all d, remember"" 
'Mr. John on, plea e, I think Mr . Ba ter has decided against us. 
Perfectly understandable in the e times " 
They :"ere a nice looking couple; he elderly, she should have been 
but cosmetics and dye hid most of it. 
Mrs. Ba ter crutinized them. "You look familiar" she aid to the 
woman. ' 
"How harp of you! We poke at Sharon's Salon. You were getting 
that lovely perm and she touched her brunette hair, "was having my 
color re tored." 
~rs. Ba ter beamed. "My goodness, yes! Now 1 remernber. Mrs.," 
Shasta. Mabel Shasta. We're sorry to have disturbed you." 
* * 
Th~y had met twenty-five year ago. Jim Morrison and Vangie Call. 
He_ wa fifty. he wa thirty-five. It had tarted a a fling; he bought her a 
dnnk and f~und h _had a v ry liv ly mind to go with her lo ely figur . 
She found him to b intelligent, good looking and refreshingly direct. 
. It was. t~o month later when he told her, quite honestly, what he 
did for a living. She was delighted and they were married. 
* * 
"Don:t be ~.illy, come in. Mr. John on, is it?" Mrs. Baxter opened 
the ~~or w~der. Have a seat. Can I interest you in some coffee?" 
} don t want to trouble you," Mr. Johnson frowned. 
Nonsense. It's already on." 
* * * 
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They decided to take on eparate aliases; she would maintain her 
youthful appearance and be his ecretary. He would allow himself to age 
normally. In ten year he'd never had a partner. Their first job was based 
on the way he'd alway done it. Vangie paid clo attention, her 'lively 
mind' already adding minor variation he knew would streamline the 
pro e 
Jiln nearl lo tit when Vangie first deviated from the cript. Then, in a 
matter of econd ·, he realiz d ·he had a natural gift. 
"Well, how did I do?" Vangie a k d later in their motel - two hundred 
mile away and twelve hundred dollars richer. 
"You scared me to death ... sheesh! "Jim exploded. It was the 
strongest he could think of- Vangie had a thing about swearing. "And 
you are a natural. You nearly had ME believing you." He hugged her. 
Vangie hugged him back. "I was so nervous and it was fun!" 
* * * 
"Now, you'll need to go over what you told me on the phone again." 
Mrs. Baxter came into the living room with cups, sugar and cream. "I'm 
afraid I'm not very good at this sort of thing." 
Mr.Johnson smiled. "It's rather complicated. Mrs. Shasta has been at 
me to find a simpler method but I'm afraid, so far, this is the best I can 
do." 
Mrs. Ba ter sat on the sofa, obviously ready to pay attention. 
* * * 
At fifteen year they'd talked of retiring. Vangie had been excited 
about the idea at first, Jim wasn't getting any younger. 
"So, where would you like to live?" 
Vangie thought. They could pretty well live wherever they chose. 
Money wasn't a problem as long as they weren't too extravagant. It was 
hard to decide. They'd been so many places. "I don't know," 
Jim was surprised. He'd been sure she'd have a specific place in 
mind. He didn't really want to retire but women, he knew, eventually 
wanted to settle down, have a home. Vangie had been on the road for a long 
time without a whisper of complaint. It was high time he at least 
offered. "Mexico?" . 
Vangie bit her lip. "Are you all right? I mean, you don't have any 
twinges or aches or anything like that, do you?" 
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"I'm perfect! fine. Why?" Jim f lt a udd n tab of fear. P ople 
often referred to thing that wer upp rmost in their own mind. "Are 
YOU all right?" 
Vangie laughed. 'Absolutely. I have a difficult time pi turing uL in 
any o~ pl~ce but I worry about you. All this traveling can be tiring." 
Jun gnnn d. '"And I worry about you." 
"Me? Why?" 
"Bccaus I' c n" "r off r "d ou mor than a ar· om mot -.1 
rooms." Jim sighed. '"I don't r )all want tor tir , Vang. Im >an, not 
unless it would make ou happ . I just th ught that by n w ou w r 
probabl g tting tir d of mo ing all th .. tim . " 
"'I lo e our life! What would I do with a home? I'd be bored tiff." 
That was th last time th 'd di cu L d it. 
* * 
"So ou're aying I need to open an account in both our names?" 
Mrs. Ba ter handed out coffee cups. 
"Ye . We charge twent -five dollars a year for our er ices and 
then 5 percent of the profit ou see over and abo e the two thousand 
you 11 keep in the account. It need to be in both our names so I can 
make deposit and withdrawals without ha ing to trouble you. We 
match your two thou and dollar with two thousand of our own imply 
becau e we have uffered from the stigma of con arti t . People u ed to 
tru t one another but I'm afraid tho e days are gone.' 
Mr . Ba ter looked at Mrs. Sha ta, eye wide. "But the money won't 
always be there ... " 
Mr . Shasta sipped her coff e. "There will alway b two thou and 
dollars. W ·tart with a balance of four and only u e two for inveL tm nt 
at an .on time. That way, if you are not sati fied you an pull out the 
two with whatever profit ha built up. W e tend th two thou and bal­
anc for up to one year o that you hav time to see how we do. After a 
year, of course, we give you the choice of ending busine s with u or 
continuing." 
Mr. John on miled gently. "We' e never had a cu tomer di con­
tinue. Unfortunately, we fe 1, if after a year, you aren't comfortable, you 
n ver will b . " 
"But don't people run off with your money?" 
"Never. As a matter of fact, we used to have a five hundred dollar 
contribution because we were afraid of that very thing. It wasn't really 
enough to invest properly and time taught us we don't have to worry." 
They visited for another hour, allowing Mr . Baxter to make up her 
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mind. 
"There's an upward swing in IBM. The ooner we can invest the 
better your profit will be. " 
"Ho much?" MrL. Ba ter leaned forward. 
A folder appeared from Mrs. Sha ta to Mr. John on. He flipped it 
op n and ran hL fing r down a chart. "If we invest your money for one 
w k it w uld i Id a r turn of on hundr d and fifty dollars profit per 
thou, and." 
"'But that's thr hundr cl dollars in on w ek!" 
''That flu ,tuat with ach in estm nt," warned Mr. Johnson. 
'\Just 1 t me g t 1ny he kbook. You 'can'open an account for me, 
can't you? It's Lo hard for me to get to the bank," 
Mrs. Shasta nodded. "Of cour e. I can open it today and bring the 
card around for you to ign." 
Mrs. Ba ter beamed. "That would be wonderful. One moment," 
he di appeared down a hall. 
Jim and Vangie e changed glances. This was better then they had 
hoped. ually they had to wait a day or two for the money to be depos-
ited. If they were really lucky Mr. Smith, whom they had seen yesterday, 
would ha e opened his account by now and they could move on tonight. 
Two wa their limit in a town this size. 
"Here you are." Mrs. Ba ter returned, check in hand. 
"Mr . Sha ta, Jim took the check. "Would you please write Mrs. 
Ba ter a receipt." . 
Vangie opened her briefcase. 
"That won't be n ce ary," a male voice said from the doorway. 
Jim and Vangi looked up and time seemed to slow; in the doorway 
wa a uniformed policeman. 
Once upon a time Jim had known thi was a pos~ibility. Aft~r 
nearly forty years h still knew it could happen but he d tu_cked it away 
with the worry that he might die sometime; not worth wasting much 
energy on. 
vangie tared at the officer in disbelief. It just couldn't.be pos-
ible. They were o careful! Jim knew exactly what he was _doin~. Sh~ 
glanced at her husband, unsure of their next step for the first time since 
he could remember. 
Jim cleared his throat. "Is there a problem, Officer?" 
"Oh, I'd say so. You and the lady here have been conning people 
for quite some time. Fortunately Mrs. Baxter tipped us off yesterday after 
you called her." . 
"Tipped you off? We have an investment firm. Is that against the 
law?" Jim kept his voice pleasant. 55 
Th Officer miled. 'Ye , I know. You help other people inve t their 
mone in you. Don't bother. We've run a check. Your I.D.' fit a file full of 
complaint from all o er the U. S. 
Jim ighed and turned to Vangie. 'I'm orry, Mr . ha ta. I know you 
are confu ed. Belie e me, you '11 be fine." 
Vangie tared at Jim in amazement. He want d h r to l t him'take 
the rap! Pla innoc nt. For the fir t tim in their marri d lif he wa 
mpl tel furiou with him. h d known perf tly w 11 wh n h 'd mar-
ried him th ould g t au ht. "Stuff it, w eth art.' 
Jim aw th ang r in h r e and miled. "It wa worth a hot. ' 
* * * 
They were arrested and rode together in the patrol car to the sta­
tion, holding hands but not talking. 
At the tation they were separated; he taken by a male officer, her by 
a female. 
* * * 
Vangie sat in the cell, wondering how Jim was doing. She certainly 
would give him a piece of her mind when ... her stomach flipped. When? 
When would he have a chance to talk to him again? Even see him? Slowly 
she lay down on her bunk. What was the sentence for thi sort of crime? 
Jim stared at his hand . They'd get five to ten if they were lucky. The 
cop had aid a 'file full'. That didn't sound very lucky. He never should 
have married Vangie, never hould have drug her into this. He should 
ha e thought beyond not getting caught and con idered 'what if.' He 
hould ha e made her promi e to pretend innocence. Five to ten. At hi 
age he might ne er see her again. 




Corey Piehowicz 56 57
Eric 
IN 11IE NAME OF GOD 
Joshua told th Israelit )s 
as the enter .. d th 1 Prom is d Land, 
''J .. ho ah-Daddy said to kill 
all th 1 Canaanit s; man, woman, 
and child, in the nam 1 of God.,, 
in the Middle Age .. the Church 
took all those who dared to feel 
or think contrary to their law, 
and disemboweled or burned them 
at the .. take, in the name of God. 
the U.S. Calvary burnt their villages, 
killing every Indian down to the children. 
scalped the men, raped the women, 
licing off their tits with bayonet 
gleaming, in the name of God. 
the azis took all of Europe, 
put the Jews in concentration camps; 
e ecuting anyone who didn't fit the mold. 
with Hitler atop his unhol throne, 
anesth sized, in the name of God. 
the U.S. soldiers and the Viet Cong 
took turns leveling villages; 
slaughtering men, women, and children. 
piling dead bodies in a heap, 
body count, in the name of God. 
angry disillusioned school boys 
wearing trench coats and shotguns; 
outcasts driven by the Prince of alienation, 
began killing in a feeding frenzy. 
dark angels lost, in the name of God. 
Opposite page: 
"Untitled'' 
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Kenneth J. 
Days of 1956 
Remember negroe · Christian black a ~ Cain 
who might be refined might join the angelic train 
the dutiful gatherer the 'e two black girls 
the oles of their hands sooted as they take up 
hymnal the one that Peppered lawns 
three block away the ones sa ed by the blast 
who wore tales of flame against the sky 
and landed whole in these foreign lawns 
leaving little black marks in the babygras 
The bomb they think wa cooked up 
in omebody's bathtub against these kinky 
head whitescarved and bowed like glean r .. ' 
Opposite page: 
"Untitletl' 
Logen Zimmennan 60 
David 
Sketches 
ak d tr ts 
I walk 
W/out a eil. 
Du t 
Gathered on my 
Lip 
& at my t et' 
Cigarette butt 
& empty bottle 
Litter the 
Alleyway; 




boarded door · 
' The Ame1ican night 
Filled 
W / oi s bellowing 
& hands e tended 





Jean Michael@ Fugazi 




loves dukkies and whitegirl . 
I watched hin1 in the rain alleyway 
Pounding ghet toe Sanskrit revolutions 
(piroucttin° on the mind) info the porous ce111ent 1nolecules. 
IIis w t ision do 'sn 't run. 
Ile painL· with hair; 
tentacle dreadlock brushc , 




n, brui e concrete with pictograms. 
Who needs Andy Warhol, Fuck him? 
II. 
The band is good; 
they've tattooed anxiety and teen angst 
into the mood over the stage. 
So1ne kid got his dreadlock ripped out 
in a fight earlier, 
And Basquiat gets solemn a he timidly 
rolls it between hi toes. 
But Jean Michael is overlooked 
and his cartwheels R' lost in a sea of passive Saxon fury. 
He resorts to eating lipstick and it is melting 
on hi charcoal lips, 
liding down the tract of his throat 
into his belly, pools of coagulant collecting, 
his mouth is a pretty red and dripping "MURDER", 
but be is not seen. 
This! 
THIS! 




bottom " Kings of the laneway" 
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David 
Cowboys and Englishmen 
America is the land across the street, hidden among red brick 
outhouses where Indians wait in ambush and we mu t go to claim the 
land of the un for the white kin . obody want to be the enemy 
.. o we settle for the Apaches we imagine. Chimney smoke indicates 
their camps, our hou e are can on walls, and two finger held 
together are gun . We canter down the alley , crouch behind 
dustbins in our cobblestone de ert, taking over the West. We incur 
wounds that do not bleed and kill the already dead. Over and over 
we kill them every day until our mothers call us to dinner and a k 
if we won. After Ii tening to our fathers tell us how they won 
their war, we choo e our battles carefully. We watch them come 
home from work with face pale and wonder what the peace is doing 
to th m, then reload and go back out until the un set . 
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Danielle C. 
A Moment 
how inno ent, a cookie 
u p nded, it eem 
in the air between mother and child 
The mother thinks, she knows what I said, 
if she put it back, she's mine and always has been 
if it goes in her mouth, 
she' lost to me 
becau e, at this moment, 
it's o much more than flour and sugar, 
it's talkbacks and 
motorcycle dates, 
op n window and body- haped pillows under blankets 
teenage pregnancy and everything that disgu ts her on 
daytime talk shows 
o now h 's watching 
her daughter' eyes 
wond ring 
what daughter he'll be 
remembering her body, 
round with her child, 
she never thought 
it'd come 
down to flour and ugar. 
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Virgil 
In the Tune of the L.A. Riots 
J rode through th > South 
and then all of T >. as by car, 
at e er Che ron I pumped 
gas, the red-haired attendant 
with the broken teeth implant 
looked the car over, eyed 
the Florida plates, spat tobacco 
juice between his greasy boots 
and asked where I was headed? 
Out West, I said, Los Angeles. 
Why would I want to do that? 
Oh, I don't know, visit haunts, 
old friends. So on, so on, 
every stop the same questions. 
I started to worry. Did these guys 
know something I didn't, away 
from the news sources? Maybe 
California broke off to become 
an island, perhaps the earth 
, wallowed it and belched, 
brush fires scorched it clean 
to dying embers and ash. 
Past Phoenix in the morning, 
I get over the mountains, smog 
greets me there as it hovers, 
spills over and I question 
whether it really is smog, 
could be a cloud of deadly gas, 
a cloud of radioactive doom, 
a warning post: have I gone too far? 
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Ken 
with hot wheels 
(to kenneth koch) 
WI TER WITH IIOT WHEEL, 
th car... are buried in snowdrifts. 
children find them in spring. 
HINDUISM WITH HOT WHEELS 
Ganesh 
yells Shiva 
if I've told you once 
rve toldyou 49 times 
pick up your toys 
This is not an anti-Hindi poem. 
HOT TUB WITH HOT WHEELS 
both hot tub & hot wheels begin with hot. 
so does hot tamales. 
this may be a coincidence. 
TATTOOS WITH HOT WHEELS 
the kids tattoo 
a black outline of wheel & frame. 
They'd fill it in 
but it hurts 
& their allowance is gone. 
HITLER WITH HOT WHEELS 
Little Adolf rolls his volkswagen 
in concentric circles on hardwood slots. 
This is not an anti-semitic poem. 
DUSTBUSTERS WITH HOT WHEELS 
the hot wheels 
get sucked into the dustbuster. 
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VODKA WITH HOT WHEELS 
t, ma hed 
& drive off the countertop. 
WHEEL OF l~ORT E WITH HOT WHEELS 
l ' d like to buy an L. 
Ye , . We ha e one L. 
HERMAN MELVILLE (the author) WITH HOT WHEELS 
Little Herman pu hes his cars 
in concentric circles on hardwood floors 
& misses his father. 
MATCHBOX CARS WITH HOT WHEELS 
they idle at each other suspiciously 
until one makes eye contact 
& a ks the other to dance. 
later 
they'll snuggle together in cozy car cases. 
PORKY PIG WITH HOT WHEELS 
in an old Warner cartoon 
Porky Pig ing a ong about hot tamale 
DEVIL'S TOWER WITH HOT WHEELS 
would make a big hot wheel case. 
This is not an anti-Native American poem. 
COMMUNISM WITH HOT WHEELS 
free hot wheels for all 
but you have to wait in line 
BEATRICE AND DANTE (the author) WITH HOT WHEELS 
Beatrice isn't allowed to play. 
Dante is hogging all the cars. 
Beatrice thinks this sucks. 
Dante goes Vroom Vroom 
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THE NUMBER 3 WITH HOT WHEELS 
3 hot wheels 
is a prime number of hot wheel . 
I car & 3 cars are factors of 3 hot wheel 
KE ETH KOCH WITH HOT WHEELS 
Littl Kenny play in bed with 11 hot wh 1 
This L not an anti- w York S hool po m. 
MUSICAL THEATRE WITH IIOT WHEELS 
the hot wheel don't like how they're being pla ed with 
and burst into ong. 
The Matchbo cars applaud & eat cheese at intermission. 
NBA WITH HOT WHEELS 
did you see the new hot jordans? 
AFGHA ISTAN WITH HOT WHEELS 
has decided not to let its hot wheels 
out of the house. 
they must wear robes & scarves 
and never be seen by children again. 
Thi is not an anti-Islam poem. 
VACATION WITH HOT WHEELS 
is good gas mileage 
and hot se . 
SEX WITH HOT WHEELS 
the man rolls onto 
the hot wheels. 
BEOWULF WITH HOT WHEELS 
Little B owulf rip off all the 1 ft front wheel 
& spins hi car in tumbling circles. 
Today we would overmedicate Little Beowulf 
RITALIN WITH HOT WHEELS 
the hot wheels can't stay awake 
to realize their new-found powers of concentration. 
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BARBIE WITH HOT WHEELS 
Barbie & Ken would crawl 
into the hot wheels back seat 
but they are too big. 
NAPKI S WITH HOT WHEELS 
chilly 
hot wheel nuggl under a napkin. 
CHRISTMAS WITH HOT WHEELS 
chilly 
hot wheels snuggle under a christmas napkin. 
JEOPARDY WITH HOT WHEELS 
hot wheels 
has ne er been a category on Jeopardy! 
This is not an anti-Alex Trebec poem. But it probably should be. 
HERMAN MELVILLE (the fish) 
AND DANTE (my son) WITH HOT WHEELS 
Dante arranges the hot wheels 
around the bottom of Herman's fishbowl. 
Herman swims back & forth. 
AUTOMOBILES WITH HOT WHEELS 
a real car is much faster than a hot wheel. 
but a hot wheel fits in a real car' cupholder. 
HAIKU WITH HOT WHEELS 
ever tried to write 
a poem with hot wheels 
as your chosen form? 
PUBERTY WITH HOT WHEELS 
the boy pushes his hot wheel 
back & forth 
back & forth 
back & forth. 
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The theme for the forthcoming issue of 
will be: 
Winter: GENDER 
*deadline for submissions is ASAP- 2000 
Please send all submissions with a SASE 
and an e-mail address if applicable. 
Opposite page: 
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Announ ment: 
WRITING CONTEST 
First, Second and Third place winners will be 
published in the Spring Issue of Ne us. The theme for 
this issue will be Erotica. Poetry and fiction will be 
accepted. Original concepts and work preferred. 
Nexus encourages that submissions be unpublished 
pieces. We also encourage "new" writers, not 
extensively published to enter the contest. 
The Deadline for submissions is April 20, 2000. 
Note: There is a $5 dollar reading fee. 
Make checks payable to Ne us magazine. 
If you would like you work returned please enclose 
SASE. Otherwise unused submissions will be destroyed. 
Opposite page: 
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WRITERS AND ARTISTS 
Linda L. Anderson A writer and photographer involved in the Wright State Univer ity Art 
Galleries. 
Robert Bartosch * 
Leslie Benson A student at Wright State University, Benson is also the assistant news editor for 
The Guardian, and is never without her guitar. 
Dannielle C. Buckius A student at Wright State University. 
David Chorlton * 
Adam Cline just received his Masters degree from Wright State University. The poet now 
resides in Muncie, Indiana where he is finalizing a plan to tattoo the world. 
Eric Cockrell 45-year-old Cockrell manages a small business and has been married to his 
current wife for over ten year . He has been involved in writing for thirty years and has a 
self-published book of poetry. 
Kenneth}. Court :;~ 
Cameron Farash is an exceptional human being. He is infinately patient, caring and 
creative. The arti t currently lives in Rochester, NY. where he counsel those in need. 
Ken Haponek A graduate of Wright State Univer ity, Haponek currently re ide in Dayton/ 
River ide near the always entertaining Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (all the free bomber you 
can handle!) and teache ophomore English, American Lit, and Creative Writing at tebbins 
High School. 
Andre Hoilette is a slackass. He is currently confused about his art, the form it will take 
visually and the impact it will have on his future. A born polyamourist he need direction, will 
power, and a saviour. He currently write bios in the third person and is unsuccessfully trying to 
channel Basquiat for assistance. 
Nancy Ryan Keeling A multimedia artist, writer, and playwrite, was nominated for a 
Pushcart Prize in April 1999 for her short story "Black Powder." She is an adjunct writing 
instructor at NHMCCD and lives in Cypress, Texas with her husband and two sources of 
inspiration-her two calico cats, Tori and Miz Etta who sleep on her leaving cat dander and 
magic. 
Tony Medina A teacher of English at Long Island University's Brooklyn campus, is the author 
of several poetry collections, including Emerge & See, and No Noose is Good Noose. He also 
 coedited the award-winning anthology In Defense of Mumia, and was a special 7 8
editorial director for Catch A Fire!!!: A Cross-GenerationalAnthology ofContemporary 
African-American Poetry. 
Rebecca L. Monroe * 
Leonard Duanne Moore founder and e ecutive director of the Carolina African Writer's 
Collective and co-founder of the Washing ton Street Writer's group. Mr. Moore is also 
chairman of the orth Carolina Haiku Society. 
Sheila E. Murphy:.-: 
W. Dale Nelson A former Whit Hou e reporter for the As ociated Pre , Nel on has 
publi h d \J ork in Blue Unicorn, Ma achu ette Review and The New Yorker. He is the 
author of two boo~ on the pre idency. 
Corey Piehowicz A senior majoring in motion picture production at Wright State 
University. 
Ben Qualls A student at Wright State University 
Liz Robbins ,;: 
David Rullo * 
Joseph Sabadash is an artist currently studying at Wright State. Though, he believes in the 
impermanace of art, he goes to e trordinary measures to ensure the accuracy of his visions. 
Saffron makes good collages. 
Nichole L. Shields An award-winning poet, Shields is the author of One Less Road to 
Travel· A Collection ofPoetry. 
Sarah Silver A junior film student at Wright State University, Silver hopes to travel abroad 
next year, and document her travels in film. She is exploring careers in cinematography and 
photo journalism. 
Frank Smith is currently single. He is bright, witty, cute and has a wonderful sense of 
humor. The writer resides in the Dayton area and claim no loyalty to any particular group 
or organization. SWM perfer mart and ackward F for funtimes, music and long walks. 
folade mondisa speaks is pursuing a Master of Fine Art degree in Creative Writing from 
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago. She is the author of the chapbook, blue: a 
collection ofpoems, and has been published by Mad River Books and milk on-line. 
Stacey Sommerfeld A senior at Kent University, Sommerfeld is persuing a career in special 
education and hopes to make the world safe again for Neil Diamond fans. 
Virgil Suarez Born in Havana, Cuba, Suarez is the author of four novels and a collection of 
short stories. He has been nominated for two pushcart awards and most recently has 
published a collection of poetry and memoir titled SparedAngola: Memories From a 
Cuban-American Childhood. 
Mary van Loveren is visionary writer distracted by life's happenings. She's the all consum-
ing inferno from which Dante sprung. . 
Marie M. Braddock-Williams attends Chicago State University where she majors in 
English with a concentration in writing . In 1998, she was the recepient of the Carole 
Simpson scholarship. 
Logen Zimmerman A Motion Pictures major at Wright State University. 
* no bio available 
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LITERARY AND ART MAGAZINE 
W016A STUDENT U ION• WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY• DAYTON, OH • 45435 
nexus_magazine@hotmail.com 
Nexus, Wright State University s student edited literary and art magazine, is 
about to start its 35th year. Over the past three decades, Nexus has evolved 
from a newspaper-style foldout to a polished journal that garners praise and 
respect from Wright State s campus and around the world. Although the style 
and editors change over time, the mission of Nexus remains the same:to give 
talented people an opportunity to share their work. 
Our goal this year is to produce three quality issues that showcase the artistry 
and ability of WSU students and faculty in a diverse mix with 
writers from outside our community. To do this, Nexus needs your help. A 
severe budget cut has reduced the money available for production by 33 per­
cent. We are asking those interested in supporting Nexus to become sponsors 
of the magazine. In appreciation of your generosity, your name will appear in a 
special section of Nexus. 




$15 - $49 MOCHA Patrons 
$50 - $99 CAPPUCCINO Patrons 
$100 - and up EXPRESSO Patrons 
Make checks payable to: NEXUS 

